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Executive Summary
Death Wish Coffee has performed well since the Super Bowl ad on
February 7, 2016. Current social media content has been well received
while garnering a significant amount of attention. While the company
has added many new returning customers and has been enjoying
increased sales, now is the time for a serious marketing plan that will
keep the brand alive and enable continued growth.
This proposal will outline a comprehensive marketing plan that can do
this. Social media is where a majority of the market can be found and this
is a plan to use social media to ensure the future success of this company.
Traditional advertising can be very expensive and short lived. Social
media promotion works 24/7 and can grow rather than fade away until
the next, expensive campaign.
Sales for this company in the past year was 6 million dollars. Of course,
this is primarily due to the Super Bowl ad. Even though many of the new
customers may remain loyal to the brand, memories fade, growth flattens
out, and the customer base can slowly grow smaller.
Within the first four months of implementation with this plan, you will
see significant growth in sales and return customers. Over the next eight
months, sales will continue to increase. There is no doubt that the initial
investment will more than pay for itself. It is reasonable to expect an
increase in sales for the first year at approximately 1 million dollars.
Continued growth will be expected from that point on.
So far the company has created a favorable and significant presence in
social media. Creative content has been excellent and enjoyed by many.
That makes for a very good starting point. By implementing this plan,
that presence can come alive and grow.
We start with a quick overview of recent trends in the coffee industry.
We will then explain why social media is important. We then give you a
basic description of what is involved. The company already has a presence
in social media and that is charted next. Then the different aspects and
benefits of social media monitoring are explained. This includes the
monitoring tools, tracking, competitive analysis, measuring & ROI, and
evaluation. After this, goals are described, then the resulting strategies.
And, with those, there can be implementation which is described next.
Finally, we have the proposed budget.
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A Brief Overview
Death Wish Coffee is created using both Robusta and
Arabica beans. “We make the strongest coffee in the world.”
There is an average of 650.4 milligrams of caffeine per 12ounce cup of coffee. That is four times the amount of caffeine
than the average energy drink and one cup of Death Wish
equals two cups of other brands of coffee.

Trends
Death Wish Coffee is a specialty coffee that boasts more than
double the caffeine of average coffee. A recent trend with
coffee consumers is towards more caffeine with gourmet and
specialty coffees. According to the National Coffee
Association (NCA), “gourmet” covers essentially any Arabica
coffee products, pods included, as well as any retail espresso
drinks. Death Wish Coffee can be included in this category
as it is a blend of Robusta and Arabica beans. The
consumption of espresso-based and cappuccino beverages
has increased significantly, showing a preference for
increased caffeine.
The NCA reports that from 2008 to 2016, consumption of
gourmet coffee beverages has increased from 13% to 36%
among 18-24 age group. It has increased from 19% to 41%
for those 25-39 years old. With the higher caffeine, espressobased beverages, consumption has increased from 9% to 22%
for the 18-24 age group and from 8% to 29% for the 25-39
age group.
The food service coffee market has increased 14.2% over the
past 4 years even though the number of cups consumed has
decreased slightly. Consumers have shown a preference for
quality and have paid more for the gourmet category drinks.

Why Social Media?
The use of social media has been steadily increasing from its
beginning. Today it is estimated that 65% of the population
now use it. Increases have come for all age groups, but
especially for those of younger years. The same groups that
are showing increases in the gourmet and specialty coffee
market are those who make the most use of social media.
Death Wish Coffee has already developed a significant and
successful presence in several social media venues. Response
has been favorable and plentiful.
Unlike traditional advertising, a presence in social media is
something that is always there and can be accessed at any
time. It is a way to provide more information with countless
more opportunities to grow the brand and increase sales.
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Social media is an opportunity to become known by the market as a company of
people and ideals they can identify with and appreciate. This is where a company
can engage, inform, and entertain a growing number of followers and loyal
customers.
Even when finding favor among a relative few, those few will have the power to
share their approval with many others in their networks and from those, many more
and so on. This has the potential to create a large growth in popularity over a short
period of time. Maintaining a popular image and constant presence in the awareness
of our market will keep the brand alive and enable growth.

Mechanics in a Nutshell
Successful social media marketing requires work. Like so many things, “you get out
of it what you put into it.” Here is a sample list of what is involved:
 The marketing team will have the capability of scanning the social media
platforms in their entirety to listen, observe, and interact at the right times
and places. They will see where the brand is being discussed and what is
being said.
 Activity throughout the social media platforms needs to be constantly
monitored and analyzed. Insightful reports can be produced that will enable
the best possible promotion of the brand.
 Relationships need to be built with the market. Conversation can be
initiated or joined. The audience can be invited to engage and contribute.
The company can get to know the market and evolve to always serve them
what they want.
 Through learning who the market is, content can be designed to attract
them. There are most likely multiple categories of people that can be
attracted to the brand. The marketing team will be able to identify them
and the right content can be produced.
 Thanks to monitoring, we can not only learn how to best serve the market,
we will be aware if ever any problems arise that are being voiced by
individuals in social media. If so, they can be immediately addressed before
it grows and affects sales and the brand’s reputation.
 The unique attribute of this product, “the World’s Strongest Coffee,” has so
far avoided any direct competition, but when that issue does arise, the
monitoring capabilities of the marketing department will prove invaluable.
Producing fresh content on a regular basis will keep the brand alive with the
market. “Word of mouth” travels fast around the internet and growth can
happen quickly. With social media, our existing customers can easily be our best
advocates. We can be where the market goes.
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Our Social Media Presence
We have already established a social media presence.

Facebook

274,729 Likes

There has been nothing but positive posting and comments.

LinkedIn

713 Followers

No negative communication here. 1400 views in 2015

Instagram

62,600 Followers

1.7 million views in 2015

Pinterest

4,900 Followers

32000 views in 2015

Twitter

32,000 Followers

86000 retweets in 2015

YouTube

3,240 Subscribers

27000 views in 2015

Website Blog

11500 hits in 2015

reddit

A significant number of articles with generally positive
buzz.

Overall, the sentiment has been positive with many people expressing enthusiasm about the brand.
Formal monitoring software or processes to track and store data on social media activity have not
been used yet.

Monitoring
Social Media Monitoring Tools
There are many of these out there today. Some of them can be very expensive and others are free with
different levels in between. The more expensive tools are better suited for medium to large companies
with features that accommodate global reach. Even though they can be very helpful, the free versions
tend to lack capabilities that enable sufficient depth of insight, will not include an ability to monitor
some of the most important social media platforms, and will only function as additions to what would
need to be a collection of different services. The consequence with using a collection of free and
account related services will be many times the man-hours required in using and all-encompassing
software.
Given that this is still a relatively small company; the following list suggests some economical
solutions. Rather than outsourcing to a marketing firm, an existing or new hire employee can begin
using one of these, along with related resources, to support an informed social media marketing
program.
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Sprout Social

$99.00 Per Month

sproutsocial.com

PC Magazine

HootSuit

$14.99 Per Month
The base price can be deceptive. Additional
features will add to the price.

hootsuite.com

PC Magazine

Klear Advanced

$249.00 Per Month

klear.com

PC Magazine

Mention

$299.00 Per Month

mention.com

PC Magazine

Brand24

$99.00 Per Month

brand24.com

PC Magazine

Buffer

$99 to $399 Per Month
The lower end of this would apply here.

buffer.com

PC Magazine

Trackur

$197.00 Per Month

trackur.com

ITQlick

The best, overall choice to begin using is Sprout Social. Of course, there are advantages to using the
more expensive applications and that can be explored. With growth, perhaps another will be
preferred.

Tracking
Tracking will be one of the features included with the monitoring tool. This involves the ability to
track social media content using key words. A good set of key words and short terms can be developed
to enable identifying relevant content. The software, always on, can “listen” for and reveal this content
from the various platforms, such as Facebook and Twitter, where it can be manually reviewed or
otherwise become part of an analysis.

Competitive Analysis
So far there has been no competitive analysis. Observation by staff members have shown all positive
results. There is much perceived opportunity in the specialty coffee market. At the moment, there is
no competition with the same or similar product description. That being the naturally high caffeine
content.
Results from beginning a social media presence have all been good. Most notably are the Facebook,
Instagram, and Twitter accounts. The brand has been well received, liked and followed by many, with
a large amount of positive response where user commenting and posting is included, and high viewer
counts elsewhere. There is great potential for continuing and enhancing social media presence.
Part of a social media marketing plan should include using professional monitoring and analytics.
This will require having someone qualified to do this work. As the brand grows stronger, direct
competition is to be expected. Maximizing the effectiveness of all social media efforts now will prepare
the company for future growth.
Before implementing a social media marketing plan, goals will need to be set and in order to do that, a
competitive analysis must be done. Using marketing tools, this analysis will answer these and other
questions far beyond the current ability to do so.
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Is there a presence in all the major social media
platforms that are practical for this brand?

Yes, but it can be worth exploring more
possibilities.

Is the company’s current, social media brand
presence weak or strong?

Presence appears good but not measured, especially
not compared to competitors.

Has the content posted by the company been
successful?

Appearances are good with most items though there
may be room for improvement in some areas and
with some of the content.

Is there already someone, or multiple people, in the
company who are skillful at working with social
media? Do they enjoy it?

Yes, there are a few that contribute but none with
professional marketing experience. A marketing
professional has been consulted though not been
hired for ongoing work.

Does the company already have someone who is
experienced with using social media monitoring tools
and if not, is there someone who will train? Should
the company hire someone who will be dedicated to
this purpose?

These questions have not been answered yet.

What resources are currently available and what will
be needed to carry out the marketing plan?

It has so far been a part time effort by three
employees.

Are the various social media accounts and content
proactive in connecting visitors to the company
website, its information about the brand/s, and sales
mechanisms?

There is some of this though there may be some
room for improvement.

Which social media platforms have attracted the
most visitors, followers, and customers?

Are there any direct competitors also using the same
social media platforms?

What have the individuals, presumably in the brand’s
market, done so far with their participation at the
different social media sites?

Are there any companies that have just recently
shown up who are likely competition for the future?

Are there people that have been active with the brand
in social media and/or have been customers who may
be willing to cooperate in an effort to build brand
presence?

What is the competition doing with their social
media marketing efforts?

Who is the market? Beyond current perceptions, are
there possibilities for expanding the market?

How successful does the competition appear to be
with their social media efforts?

What do customers and followers like about the
brand and are there ways the company can better
serve the visitors to its social media sites?

Are there any superior aspects to the competitors’
social media marketing?

Are there other companies that this one currently
does business with who are using the same social
media platforms?

Are there any superior aspects to the competitors’
products?

What social media technologies can be best used as
part of a marketing plan as well as to promote and
grow the brand?

Have there been any dislikes about the company’s
social media content or products by customers or
other visitors?

What is the market demand and is it changing?

Has the brand been depicted in a negative light in
social media posts outside the company’s social media
accounts?
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Measuring and Return on Investment
Measuring the performance of the social media accounts and the content produced and posted by the
company will be part of what the media monitoring tools do. Clicks, hits, shares, comments, reposting,
and so on can be viewed manually at each account, but that would be impractical in guiding a
marketing plan. The monitoring tools will be able to search out, identify, and analyze all of that over
time while producing results at predefined intervals.
There are different ways to try and determine Return on Investment (ROI) and with any of them,
a straightforward result can be extremely hard to arrive at. Considering that social media marketing
is the primary method for promoting this brand, it is feasible. In actuality, the math can be relatively
simple.
For example, using a starting point, or benchmark (“current-sales”), assuming a future increase in sales:
(future-sales – current-sales) – sales-expenditures) ÷ sales-expenditures)) Of course, this is very
simplistic and much will need to be taken into consideration. The fortunate reality of social media
marketing is its comparatively low cost next to traditional advertising.
Successful social media campaigns can build brand awareness, develop relationships with customers
and potential customers, foster brand approval and loyalty, and promote increased sales. In terms of
cost, successful social media marketing can far outweigh traditional advertising in reach and
longevity.

Evaluation
The tools will provide the data and the evaluation process will give the data meaning. We will begin
by determining the status of our existing presence in social media. Once we have a good picture of
that, we will have our starting points. It is apparent that the company is off to a good start. The
monitoring tools should reflect that and reveal not only what is already working, but what is not and
where there is room for improvement.
Setting marketing goals will determine the evaluation process. Everything that happens in our social
media accounts will be monitored. The content we produce and post will garner reactions from
followers and observers and these can be followed. How such things get passed along from them and
the reactions of yet others can also be followed.
We will need to and be able to know what people are saying about us. Being ever aware of the global
conversation can be critical to maintaining a favorable presence. There will always be a place for
surveys and what we can observe at our own social media account pages can be good indicators, but it
can easily be what people are saying elsewhere in social media that can have the most influence on the
market.
We will have the ability to learn what works and what does not. This will not only apply to our own
efforts, but our power to observe and learn from that of our competition.
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Goals
Once a full analysis has been done goals can be set. That analysis has not been done however there is a
basic list of goals that can be presented here. Many of the goals that are set will always be subject to
change. Some may even be taken out while new ones may be added.
 A preliminary analysis will have identified the market. It will be a primary goal to increase
brand presence and strengthen its image among the individuals in that market.
 Find ways to solicit customer and market input for new ideas in how to improve, change, or
even create new products.
 Expedite conversations about the brand and encourage brand endorsements and other advocacy
from current customers and followers.
 Become knowledgeable in what the customer wants and make improvements where change is
indicated.
 Improve on search engine optimization. This is so the brand’s social media venues and website
will be found much easier by the major search engines.
 Develop, or otherwise improve on, creative content that is appealing to all market segments.
 Maintain an ongoing awareness of the conversation throughout social media to identify any
threat to the brand’s reputation and, if there are any, address it.
 Coordinate social media with other advertising produced by the company. Consider advertising
in social media where applicable… such as Facebook and Google ads.
 Produce regular reports showing the effectiveness and progress of the developing social media
work.
 Use newly gained insights to further develop the brand and adjust marketing strategies to
better serve the market and increase sales.
 Increase traffic with the social media accounts.

Facebook

274,729 Likes

LinkedIn

713 Followers

Instagram

62,600 Followers

Pinterest

4,900 Followers

Twitter

32,000 Followers

YouTube

3,240 Subscribers

Website Blog

By far, this is the most popular. Increase to 500,000 likes. Note:
There are only “Likes” and not “Followers”
This site has a low priority for marketing purposes, but it should
be updated and maintained. Many of the articles posted at the
company blog would be good material to post here. Followers get
notified of posts. Increase to 1,400 Followers.
This is very good. How about shooting for 80,000.
This is another low priority platform. Keep posting with the new
content and look to increase the following to 6,000.
Keep tweeting! And… let’s aim for 50,000 Followers.
The view count with most of these videos is large and it is great
content. More of these would be very popular. Let’s do more and
post them here and in the other accounts. At least one new video
every month. Aim for 6,000 subscribers.
All roads lead to the website. Increases in social media activity
should naturally lead to more at the company website.

 Increase online sales.
 Develop a system that will help determine ROI.
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Strategy
Once we know our goals, we can develop a strategy to reach them. A formal set of goals have not been
set yet, but an outline of marketing strategy can be presented here.
First we use the social media tools to observe and learn where we stand in market and in social media.
We will listen to the global conversation, observe our competition, and learn about market sentiment
towards our brand. The tools will enable listening to what people are saying about us and our
competition. This will give us valuable information we will need to further develop our plan.
Develop personas of the identified market segments. This is a data supported profile representing the
average individual in a market segment. There will likely be multiple market segments consisting of
different types of people. Different age groups, geographic locations, cultures, job level, education and
more will be things to consider. Content can be designed to target these market segments.
Determine the best social media platforms to use. These will be the ones where the market has been
the most responsive. In this case it has been Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter. YouTube has been
successful. Even though there are a limited number of followers, there have been a significant number
of views with the many short videos there. The other sites have had significant success as well. The
top four can be the primary focus while the others can receive much of what has been posted at the top
sites. No platforms in use should be ignored. The possibility of using others should be investigated.
Mingle with the crowd. Start conversations and reply to visitor comments. Join the conversations of
your followers that are happening away from your own page. As long as you are already connected to
them it should be appropriate to do so. The marketing team can build relationships with the site
visitors and followers. Many of these people can be influential in promoting the brand.
Identify and connect with those who have the most influence with the market. One benefit of using the
tools will be in identifying these people. These will definitely be people to build relationships with.
Death Wish Coffee has already been producing a lot of content that goes a long way in giving the
company a personality and a definite human side. There is a lot of good humor there and that is
almost always good. With much more information in hand, there may be ways to further develop this
content to appeal to wider segments of the market. Continue contributing the content on a regular
basis.
Seek customer input. Ask questions in social media. Create posts that invite visitors to engage with
comments or questions. Create a community forum designed to promote customer’s opinions,
concerns, complaints, problems, ideas, and even praise.
Use all the new information and resulting work to evolve the marketing plan and the brand to please
the market and increase sales. As the marketing plan is refined over time, the community of followers
increases, customers discovering the brand through social media increase, the conversation about
Death Wish Coffee can be all good, sales will increase, while the brand and company grow.

Implementation
Choose and/or hire employees that will be dedicated to the social media marketing plan. There should
be at least one person who is experienced in social media marketing and the use of the tools that will
be used to enable this plan. Perhaps a marketing professional with their own business can be hired to
work with this plan on a contract basis as a consultant. The consultant would work in-house perhaps
fifteen hours per week. A new hire with the right education and at least two years of experience with a
focus on social media marketing could work with a part time consultant. The person in the
company who is already managing the social media work can team up with the new
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employee and work together with them and the part time consultant. Anyone else in the company that
is already involved with the current social media work will also be part of the new team to whatever
degree their contribution dictates.
All marketing work will be done in-house. We can set up the space for a marketing department, outfit
it with three computers, software, creative space, presentation space, and furnishings for three. The
two employees can work together with the consultant to get everything up and running. There
should be some time, perhaps four to five weeks, in the beginning for the team to get in tune and
produce the first marketing analysis.
Choose the tools: This should be recommended by the marketing consultant with the current budget
in mind. The consultant and two primary team members will work together to become proficient with
the monitoring tools.
Search engine optimization should be done. Tag and metatag everything as much as possible
whenever and where ever it is possible. Be easy to find. Integrating google analytics into the company
website will be a must. Most, if not all, items that are posted in social media should be posted at the
company website. It looks like you are already doing that. Everything that is posted at the company
website can include tags and text that enables it to found easily in search engines.
The existing blog is great the way it is. It is full of interesting articles. A separate section could be
added to it that includes all the daily posts from social media. Call it Daily Posts. The company
YouTube page is full of great content. Another, separate section can be added to the blog to feature
video from the YouTube page. Call it Death Wish Video. If and when friends, associates, and
customers contribute content worthy of posting, yet another section can be added to feature that. Call
it Friends of Death Wish. Links to these additional sections will be found at the blog page.
Create a community. Everything that is posted to the blog and related sections could have an option
to click on it so that you would be taken to a forum where visitors can comment on the post. A first
time click would start a new category in the forum for that item. When other people click on that
item, they will be taken to that item in the forum. There can be some preset topics for strings related
to them when entering directly into the forum. Everyone would register to use the forum.
Offer to send announcements and deals or discounts to people who sign up for the email list. Start
building a database for an email campaign. Online forms, such as when purchasing, and any other
appropriate locations can have links to or checkbox selections to opt in for emails from the company.
Produce reports on all the aspects of the social media activity that will provide direction in continuing
the marketing plan. Hold regular meetings with the administration and marketing team to see the
progress and discuss changes.
Be prepared for crisis management and if the need ever arises, address it immediately.
Produce content appealing to the market, and market segments, on a regular, perhaps daily and even
multiple times daily, basis. Based on the growing knowledge and experience, content for the posts can
be designed to target different segments of the market.
Using occasional discounts and coupons can attract a lot of potential customers that might otherwise
not purchase the first bag of coffee. The price on the coffee is, after all, higher than most people are
used to or willing to spend so deals and discounts can bring in more customers. Free samples can be
something to consider.
Creative contests can get some, perhaps many, people engaged in producing entries. Posting all the
entries at the contest’s end is bound to be good for attracting views and increasing popularity.
Another section associated with the blog page can be added to feature contest entries.
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Offer to have friends and associates of the company, company employees, and loyal customers to
contribute content to be featured at the website and in social media. Humorous and creative content is
almost always enjoyable and popular. Offer free coffee or accessories for those that get accepted.
Host or cohost events that will appeal to the people in the market. Using the types of events people in
the market would be likely to or would want to attend will be appealing. Create video of the
highlights to post. Choose at least one or multiple charities to support. Contributions would tax
deductible and it makes for good PR. Do a survey and ask the market to vote from a list of charities.
Where ever the coffee is served to walk in customers, get some of them on video enjoying it. Inviting
them to answer a few questions on video could sometimes result in content that will be very popular.
Continue producing creative video. Try producing one every month. Other than YouTube, post the
videos to Facebook and Twitter.
The company already uses Google and Facebook ads. Create a report on advertising costs for Google
Ads, Facebook Ads, and look into using Twitter Ads. Advertising can be set to target people fitting
our market segment personas and the most likely places they can be found. Once the marketing
program is up and running, the Google and Facebook advertising may need to retooled for improved
functionality.

Budget
This is the proposed, first year budget. Things like furnishings and equipment will not need to be
repeated in the second year. Initial software purchases might only require much lower cost upgrades
in the future. This is a rough estimate and somewhat generous. There can be opportunities for
reducing some of these amounts.

Employee 1

The new hire with social media marketing
experience and a related college degree.

70,000

Employee 2

New hire or existing employee for full time
marketing

55,000

Consulting Services

Experienced marketing professional for part time

25,000

Computer equipment

3 high end PC’s

4,800

Software

MS Office, Acrobat, Database, others x3

3,000

Misc. Electronic Equipment

Printers, scanners, network, large screen presenter,
camera, and other related equipment.

2,000

Furnishings

Desks, tables, lights, chairs, etc.

2,000

Marketing tools

The software and services that enable social media
monitoring

3,500

Supplies and Misc. expenses

Graphic arts, office, toner or ink, other misc., and
coffee’s free!

2,500

Total

$167,800
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